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The Eclipse Project
The Eclipse Project began in April 1999 at IBM’s OTI laboratory. It was
initially conceived as a successor product for the VisualAge family of software
development tools. VisualAge was a commercially successful IDE, but it was
also a closed environment built on proprietary APIs. It did not integrate
well with other vendor’s tools, and only the IBM/OTI team could enhance or
extend the product. Moreover, it was becoming apparent from customer ex-
perience that more was required than a simple re-write of VisualAge. In fact,
there was growing demand for a tool integration platform — a programming
environment that would provide kernel IDE functionality, but also allow devel-
opers, third party vendors and users to seamlessly add their own extensions,
personalizations, and enhancements.
The Eclipse team set out to identify the essential kernel concepts under-
lying the VisualAge product line (or any other IDE for that matter). In
eﬀect, they wanted to strip out all of the functionality within an IDE that was
speciﬁc to a particular programming language, development task, or program-
ming model. The hope was that there would be substantial residual function
left behind, that could then be restructured to form a content-neutral, and
programming language-neutral, foundation on which IDEs and similar prod-
ucts could be built from components. It was a bold venture, since there was
no guarantee that anything practically useful would result.
What they discovered was Eclipse: a tool integration platform together
with a set of components (plugins in the Eclipse vernacular) that could be
seamlessly assembled into a wide variety of software development products.
The Java Development Toolkit (JDT) — the Eclipse Java IDE — became
their proof-point. It was built in parallel by a separate team, which operated
independently from the Eclipse Platform project. The JDT team had no spe-
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cial privileges; they had to use the same APIs as any third party product and
were allowed no back door access to Platform kernel functionality. The intent
was that, despite these constraints, the ﬁnished JDT should be indistinguish-
able from a purpose-built, vertically integrated IDE product like VisualAge.
This goal was realized, the Eclipse Project was a success, and the Eclipse
Community was born.
In the two years since the Eclipse code base was released into open source
by IBM, its growth has been nothing short of spectacular. Tens of thousands
download the Eclipse SDK every week from over ﬁfty mirror sites around
the globe. Thousands of Eclipse plugins are now available from open source
and commercial suppliers. Software vendors are now shipping several hun-
dred commercial products based on Eclipse. Approximately 60 companies are
members of the Eclipse Foundation, which hosts Eclipse open source devel-
opment. The ﬁrst Eclipse Developer Conference (EclipseCON 2004) was held
recently in Anaheim. Over 220 companies and organizations, and nearly 25
countries, were represented.
Eclipse and Computer Science Research
It has been particularly interesting to see the uptake of Eclipse within the
research community. In retrospect one could perhaps have anticipated this.
Computing is, after all, an empirical discipline — ideas must be implemented
to be validated. For software researchers in particular, the computer becomes
our laboratory. We necessarily build on the work of those who have gone be-
fore, and of course as time progresses our technology pyramids keep getting
higher. Complexity is our bane: the low hanging fruit were picked long ago,
and most interesting problems are just not simple. Consequently, experimen-
tation usually requires complex infrastructure, plumbing as we often call it.
Most researchers spend far too much time building (and rebuilding, and ﬁxing)
this plumbing, and far too little time actually developing new ideas. Given
the nature of research, there are seldom any applicable standards for such in-
frastructure (these only come much later when the research has matured into
products). Consequently researchers up to now have had to live and work
in their own vertical towers, sharing their ideas but only infrequently sharing
code. The only common programming platform among researchers was emacs,
and while this continues to be very ﬂexible, it lags far behind industrial-scale
IDEs in terms of functionality.
But Eclipse changes this context. It provides a means to create and share
that necessary common infrastructure, particularly for investigators in such
areas as programming languages, tools, and environments. Researchers can
focus more of their time on their real mission of innovation and much less
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on the hated plumbing tasks. Moreover, Eclipse based implementations are
built from commercial quality components, resulting in robust demonstration
systems that make it much easier for researchers to publicize and promote
their work.
What speciﬁcally does Eclipse oﬀer researchers that makes it so attractive?
First, it is an extensible platform for integrating components, which comes
replete with a large number of commercial quality components out of the box.
It runs on nearly all operating systems and GUI combinations, and is one of
the few Java implementations that actually realizes that language’s write once
run everywhere potential (rather than the typical write once test everywhere
experience). Perhaps most important, it is available in open source with a
generous non-viral license. Finally, it has tremendous visibility due to broad
based industry support, which includes the backing of such powerhouse ﬁrms
as IBM, HP, SAP, Intel, and many more.
The eclipse Technology Exchange
That idea that Eclipse would provide exactly the rich, open and robust plat-
form that IT researchers needed was not initially an obvious one, and so it
needed to be promoted within the academic community. IBM and eclipse.org
set out to popularize these ideas by hosting a series of workshops and birds of
a feather events at various software research conferences. This ad hoc program
gradually evolved into the eclipse Technology Exchange (eTX) workshops, the
most recent of which was held at ETAPS 2004 in Barcelona. These events
provide a forum for researchers who are using Eclipse to network and share
their experiences and their code.
The foundation for a successful eTX is a set of high quality invited and
refereed presentations, which serve to illustrate the breadth and vitality of
the Eclipse Research Community. The papers in this volume are exemplary in
this regard. Several describe plugins which build on the Eclipse Platform to
oﬀer new programming tools, targeting such areas as automated detection of
design patterns; visualization of distributed systems; continuous testing and
integration; and program analyses and transformations. Two papers nicely
illustrate how the Eclipse JDT can be extended to explore topics of current
interest (Aspect-Oriented Programming and refactoring in this case). Two
others describe how a new IDE can be cost-eﬀectively developed for a pro-
gramming language (Beta and the pattern matching combination of TOM
and ApiGen) using the foundation provided by Eclipse.
Each paper illustrates in a very compelling way the advantages that Eclipse
oﬀers researchers. They describe rich full-featured implementations, which can
be used and modiﬁed by other researchers in their respective areas, at minimal
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cost in terms of incremental programming eﬀort. This works because they all
leverage the rich infrastructure and base of components provided by Eclipse.
And of course by developing their own new components, each of these projects
extends that base and enables other researchers to build on their work — a
virtuous cycle that is creating an eco-system around Eclipse and enriching the
entire software research community.
In addition to the papers presented in this volume, the workshop included
a keynote by Erich Gamma, entitled Eclipse and its Corona — Inside a Large
Scale Open Source Project. This talk examined the way Eclipse itself is de-
veloped, how agile it is, and what practices are employed to achieve quality
and timeliness. Finally, a pre-workshop poster session gave the opportunity
to discuss less mature research involving Eclipse.
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